
TILE GLOW ® #2
TILE GLOW ® #2 is a natural, non-wax compound for the polishing and restoration of most unglazed 
Ceramic, Porcelain and Quarry Tiles.
Tile Glow ® #2   does not contain any hazardous acids or solvents. It contains citric acid, a “natural” acid   
used in food preparation and cosmetics, which gives it an excellent cleaning power.
Tile Glow ® # 2 gives a long lasting finish and natural shine to tiles. It does not yellow or scuff. The Tile 
Glow ® Maintenance Program eliminates the need for constant waxing and stripping of these tiles. 
To apply Tile Glow ® #2, you need:
1. Tile Glow ® #2
2. Floor buffer (175 to 350 RPM). Water tank and splash guard optional.

Note:  A heavier buffer will give you a quicker and better polish. 
Optimum weight of 140 lbs.

3. Wet vacuum, clean mop, bucket, wringer, floor squeegee
4. Natural hair pad; white pad

Directions
Note:  The tile and baseboards should be stripped of all waxes or sealers and neutralized.
1. Cover baseboard, carpet, etc., with protective plastic and/or tape.
2. If the grout is very dirty, scrub the grout and tile with our MDR (Mineral Deposit Remover) or 

TGR (Tile & Grout Restorer) and a scrubbing brush.  Wet vacuum and rinse.
3. If the floor is very dirty or old, thoroughly clean and hone the tile with

Tile Glow ®  #1. See Tile Glow ®  #1 instruction sheet.
4. Wet a 25 Sq. Ft. area of the tile.  Place a handful of Tile Glow ® #2 on the wet area (5 oz./25 Sq. 

Ft.)
5. Buff the Tile Glow ® #2 slurry with a natural hair pad for 15 to 20 minutes per

25 Sq. Ft.
6. Check the level of gloss with the squeegee.  When the desired level of gloss is achieved, squeegee 

the Tile Glow ® #2 slurry to the adjacent area and repeat process.  Add Tile Glow ® #2 and 
water as needed. 

7. Vacuum-dry the Tile Glow ® #2 mixture.  Wet again polished area and buff again with the same 
pad without adding more  Tile Glow ® #2 to remove residue. Adding some MDR or TGR (1 pint 
per 5 gallons of water) will speed up the rinsing process and further clean the grout.

8. Vacuum-dry thoroughly, damp mop and let dry.
9. Buff polished area with a dry white pad.
10. If needed, seal the grout with our SEAL & GO ® S water/stain repellent penetrating sealer

Note:   Tile Glow ® #2 is available in white, gray or black to suit grout colors.
Technical Specifications: see Material Safety Data Sheet. Store in a dry place
Precaution:  The use of gloves and protective goggles is recommended when using 
Tile Glow® #2.
Warning:  Avoid contact with skin, eyes and clothes.  In case of contact, flush thoroughly with water  
and call Physician.  Do not swallow.  Keep out of children's reach.
International Stoneworks, Inc., will not be liable for any damage ensuing to property or injury to  



operator or any other person due to the misuse or misapplication of Tile Glow® #2 or any other  
chemical sold by them.


